
Introduction of SMEs industry 
SMEs constitute the foundation of the Italian efficient system: on a complete number of greater 

than6.000.000 business, 99,9% are SMEs. The 95% of them have less than 10 employees,whereas the 

4,5% have 10-- 49 workers as well as only the 0,5% have 50-- 250 staff members. Asmuch as the private 

sectors are worried, 76% of SMEs having less than 10 staff membersconcentrate in the service industry.  

This price lowers to 46% for the group of 10-- 250workers.SMEs contribute to the 81% of the total 

employment and also to the 72,4% of the Italian addedvalue.PMI are primarily diffused in the North 

West and also North East areas. 

 The region with the highest possiblevariety of PMI is Lombardy, with the 20% of the manufacturing 

enterprises, complied with byVeneto and Emilia Romagna. 

Fig. 1 and Fig 2 show the geographical circulation of SMEs as well as the circulation of the includedworth 

per macro-area specifically.Among the strange, as well as indeed most effective facets of Italian 

economic climate is represented bythe so called-- commercial areas ‖, territorial areas identified by a 

high focus oflittle enterprises highly concentrated on a details productive section.  

The different businessusually execute different work along the supply chain, connecting favorably. 

Industrial areashave been proven to be a stimulating setting for the diffusion of recognize just how, skills 

andknowledge as well as of innovation and also new ideas. 

Fig. 1 - Geographical distribution of SMEs per macro-areaNorth West26%.North East.Centre 20%.21%. 

South as well as Islands.33%.Italy country record on SMEs requires|ENEA|31.06.2009.2.Although a 

specific interpretation of a commercial area is not easy, relying on the different.regional/national 

regulations/promotion measures, nowadays we can determine about 200.industrial areas or extremely 

specialised-- Neighborhood efficient systems ‖, mainly focused on the.-- made in Italy ‖, on the 

mechanical and on the food industries. 

Unique properties of the Italian SMEs in the global competitors are: top quality, layout,.item 

advancement, high versatility as well as item customisation.Tab. 1 reports the main competitive 

advantages (% of the total amount) asserted by Italian SMEs.contrasted to nationwide and also foreign 

rivals respectively for small as well as medium-sized.enterprises.Tab. 1.Benefits against.Italian 

competition. 

Benefits against.international competition 
Tool.( 50-499.pers.).Overall.Small.( 20-- 49.pers.).Tool.( 50-499.pers.).Total.Quality/design/reliability of 

manufacturing 52.0 46.2 51.1 44.4 44.0 44.3.Corporate image/brand 15.5 18.0 15.9 11.7 16.8 

12.6.Flexibility/customization of items 10.4 10.4 10.4 7.1 9.0 7.3.Innovativeness as well as layout 

capacity 6.4 11.8 7.2 4.7 10.7 5.6.Pre/ article sale support 6.1 5.8 6.1 3.7 4.9 3.8.Quality of HR/ business 

proficiency 3.1 3.6 3.2 1.1 2.5 1.3.Distribution networks/ sale network 2.7 1.9 2.6 2.3 1.6 

2.1.Organisational model 1.8 1.4 1.7 1.6 1.2 1.6.Other 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.2. 

No advantages/ no competition.regarded.1.5 0.9 1.4 23.4 9.2 21.0.Complete 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

100.0 100.0.Fig. 2 - Geographical distribution of SMEs' included worth per.macro-area.North 

East.23%.Centre.22%.South and Islands.23% North West.32%. 



Italy country record on SMEs needs|ENEA|31.06.2009.3.In the first months of 2009, the worldwide 

economic dilemma has revealed growing impacts: a.solid reduction in trust fund of both customers as 

well as enterprises decreased internal demand and also.manufacturing.  

1. Decline in production and sales affected especially craftsmen (-17,7% in.manufacturing and -

17,4% in sales) and also SMEs with less than 50 employees (-16,5% in manufacturing.and also -

15,2 in sales). 

2. All the industrial markets have reported solid losses with the exception of.the food industry 

which reveals reduced losses (-2,3% in production as well as -1,9% in sales). 

Because of this, the joblessness rate increased as much as the 6,7% with an additional growing fad.Fig. 3 

shows the variant rates for the work in 2009 anticipated by business per.macro-area and also firm 

dimension.Fig. 3.The major actions of Italian SMEs to the dilemma are based upon: deal of premium 

quality products,.decrease of margins and also optimisation of expenses for production, logistics and 

also circulation. 

On the other hand, in addition to these protection approaches, the most energetic SMEs take 

on.behaviours focused on certifying and introducing their products, reinforcing their brand and 

also.corporate picture as well as increasing the fidelity of their consumers.  

In this context, 40% of SMEs.are considering feasible investments in products/technologies targeted at 

pertinent power cost savings.or at reducing environmental effects. This is particularly real for the 

medium-sized.ventures and for the food sector, where more than 50% are embracing environment-

friendly behaviors. 

Italy nation report on SMEs requires 
Payment to air pollution.Although the general payment to air pollution of SMEs in Italy is absolutely 

extremely important.because of the affordable frame described above, accurate and also recent 

information have not been.determined.1.1 SMEs in the Emilia Romagna area.Thanks to its strong 

productive material based upon a variety of SMEs, commercial districts.and neighborhood productive 

systems, the Emilia Romagna area shows a GDP per citizen.completely greater than the country 

standard. 

 On the other hand, Emilia Romagna is the just.Italian area that finished 2008 with a positive, even if 

extremely little, variant of GDP (+0,2%).and, according to the expectations, the exact same will happen 

even in 2009.In the area there are more than 430.000 SMEs (about 7,1% of the Italian overall). More 

than.73.000 (17,0%) run in farming and also relevant solutions, about 58.000 (13,6%) are.manufacturing 

enterprises, and also concerning 75.000 (17,4%) belong to the structure sector 

.Despite the fact that the industrial manufacturing has actually decreased of -1,5% in 2008, 

production.ventures, 9.500 of which in the food sector, hold a strange significance with regarding 

546.000.employees and also more than 45.000 MEuro of export. 

Fig. 4 reveals the circulation (%) of the financial activities in Emilia Romagna compared to.the 

circumstance of the North East macro-area and also with the country scenario.The propensity to 

advancement and also to a vibrant behavior of the SMEs in Emilia Romagna is.validated by the 50% of 

companies that have actually bought the last three years against the 34,7.of the Italian standard. 



Furthermore, the portion of SMEs that got patents or licenses is.higher than in the other regions: 10,8% 

versus an Italian average of 6,6%. 


